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Abstract 
We consider edge-coloured complete graphs. A path or cycle Q is called properly coloured 
(PC) if any two adjacent edges of Q differ in colour. Our note is inspired by the follou~ng 
conjecture by B. Bollobis and P. Erdijs (1976): if G is an edge-coloured complete graph on )I 
vertices in which the maximum monochromatic degree of every vertex is less than [II 2,. then 
G contains a PC Hamiltonian cycle. We prove that if an edge-coloured complete graph contain\ 
a PC 2-factor then it has a PC Hamiltonian path. R. Hlggkvist (19%) announced that e~cr! 
edge-coloured complete graph satisfying Bollobis+Erdiis condition contains a PC Z-factor. Thcsc 
two results imply that every edge-coloured complete graph satisfying Bollobis-brdiis condition 
has a PC Hatniltonian path. 0 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
1. Introduction 
Properly coloured Hamiltonian paths and cycles in edge-coloured graphs ha\c ap- 
plications in genetics (cf. [7-91) and social sciences (cf. [h]) besides a number of 
applications in graph theory and algorithms. A path or cycle Q is called ~IIY~/~u/~. 
~~/ouretl (abbreviated to PC) if any two adjacent edges of Q differ in colour. 
In our note, we consider edge-coloured complete graphs. We use the notation ti;! to 
denote a complete graph on n vertices, each edge of which is coloured by a COIOLII 
from the set { 1,2,. .c}. Our note is inspired by the following conjecture due to 
Bollob6s and ErdGs [4]: if QK:,‘) < 111,‘21 then K;, contains a PC Hamiltonian cycle. 
Here LI(K:; ) is the maximum number of edges of the same colour adjacent to ;I vcrtc\ 
of K;,. 
Bolloblis and ErdGs [4] managed to prove that I(K:,‘) < II./@ implies the existence 
of a properly coloured Hamiltonian cycle in K,:. This result was improved by Chcn 
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and Daykin [5] to A(Ki) < n/17 and by Shearer [l l] to A(Ki) < n/7. Recently, 
Alon and Gutin [l] proved that for every c > 0 there exists an Q(E) so that for each 
M > Q(E), Ki satisfying A(Ki) <( 1 - & - a)n has a PC Hamiltonian cycle. 
In our note the following result is shown: 
Theorem 1. lf K,” contains a properly coloured 2-factor, then it has u properly 
coloured Hamiltonian path. 
Another sufficient condition for K,” to contain a PC Hamiltonian path was found by 
Barr [3]: every Ki without monochromatic triangles has a PC Hamiltonian path. The 
following necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of a PC Hamiltonian 
path in Kt;’ were conjectured in the survey paper [2]. 
Conjecture 2. A K,’ has a PC Hamiltonian path if and only if K,’ contains a collection 
F consisting of a PC path P and a number of cycles C’t , . . , C, (t 3 0), each PC, such 
that the members of F are pairwise vertex disjoint and V(P U Cl U. . U C,) = V(Kz). 
Theorem 1 provides some support to the conjecture. In [2], the conjecture was 
verified for the case of two colours (c = 2). The proof in [2] is indirect and uses 
the corresponding result on Hamiltonian directed paths in bipartite tournaments. For 
the sake of completeness, we give a short direct proof of the case c = 2 of Conjecture 
2 in the next section. 
Haggkvist [lo] announced a non-trivial proof of the fact that every edge-coloured 
complete graph satisfying Bollobas-Erdiis condition contains a PC 2-factor. Theorem 1 
and Haggkvist’s result imply that every edge-coloured complete graph satisfying Bol- 
lobas-Erd6s condition has a PC Hamiltonian path. 
For a set of vertices W of K; and a vertex x not in W, we denote by XW the set 
of edges between x and W, i.e. XW = {xy ) y E W}; if all the edges of XW are of 
the same colour k, then x(xW) denotes the colour k. 
2. Proofs 
2.1. Proof of Theorem 1 
Let Cl, CZ, . . . , C, be the cycles of a PC 2-factor F in Kz. Let F be chosen so that, 
among all PC 2-factors of K,‘, the number of cycles t is minimum. We say that C’, 
dominates C’ (i # j) if, for every edge xy of Ci, there exists an edge between x 
and C’ and an edge between y and C, whose colours differ from the colour of xy. 
Construct a digraph D as follows. The vertices of D are 1,2,. . . , t and an arc (i, j) is 
in D (1 <i # j < t) if and only if Ci dominates Ci. 
First we show that D is semicomplete, i.e. every pair of vertices of D are adjacent. 
Suppose this is not so, i.e. there exist vertices i and j which are not adjacent. This 
means that neither C, dominates C; nor C, dominates C,. Thus Ci has an edge .YI* 
such that x(xC’(Cj)) = X(X??) and Cj has an edge UC such that z(uV(C;)) =x l(lr~-). it 
follows that I = I = x(utl) = ~(xr!) = ~(z/J). Therefore, we can tnerge the 
two cycles to obtain a new properly coloured one as follows: delete .VJ’ and D[‘, and 
append .YZ~ and 1~1. However, this is a contradiction to t being minimum. Thus. I) is 
indeed semicomplete. 
Since D is semicomplete, it follows from the well-known Redei theorem that D has 
a Hamiltonian directed path: (il: iz,. . , i,). Without loss of generality we may ;P,SLIIIK 
that iA = I< for every k = 1.2.. . ~ [. In other words, C, dominates C’, : I for c\-er4 
I didt-- I. 
Let c, I== z;;;. . .z;,,,z; (i = 1.2.. . ., 1). As Cl dominates C?, without loss of generality. 
we may assume the labelings of the vertices in Cl and C: are such that ~(z~~~,:~ ) i 
;((z i 1; )_ Since the edges z:zi and zizi have different colours. without loss of generality 
we may assume that x(ziz: ) j; x(z;zj ). Analogously, for every i = I, 2,. . . t I. WC 
may assume that x(&z; ) # l(zjzi+’ ) f z(z$ ‘zj’ ’ )_ Now we obtain the following PC’ 
Hamiltonian path: 
It is easy to see that to prove our claim it suffices to show that if k’i has a PC path 
P and a PC’ cycle C such that V(P) Tl V(C) = lir and I’(P I? C) = I-‘(k’i ). then K;’ 
contains a PC Hamiltonian path. 
Assume that Kz has no PC Hamiltonian path. 
Let f := X-Y? . ..xc, and C = ~‘1 ~2 , x,~,J’~ . If there exists i E { 1~ 2,, _ ~ m) such that 
~(xI.Y~) # ~(r, .I*~), then at least one of the following two Hamiltonian paths is propcrlv 
coloured: 
Thus, we conclude that x(.Y,_Y~) -= %(x1 V(C)). Analogously, we can prove that 
%(.X-k C’(C)) = ~(Si,_,.X~). 
Suppose that we have proved that x(_Yj-,.Yj) = I(_Y_~~ V(C)) for some .j ~1 { 2.. . 
I; - I }. Then z(_Xi.yj_. 1 ) = X(_Yj V(C) ) holds. Indeed, assume that there is i LZ { 1. *. . k ) 
such that J/(.Y,,Y, + 1) # jc(.xiyi). As c* = 2, we may assume without loss of generalit) 
that z(.x, IS, ) = z(J!,-~ y,) = 1. Again, since (3 = 2, we obtain that ~(.Y,J‘, )
j((.r-,J‘,--,) = 1. Thus, xl . ..x.-,J,- ,.\‘j_7...~‘lj’ ,,,... ,~l,.r,.r~_ 1 . .~i, is a PC‘ Hamilto- 
nian path in K?f; a contradiction. 
Now, by induction, we conclude jl(xk_~xk) = x(.q _ I V(C)). Recall that x(sa I -( C’ i ) 
= ~(_q Ix/, ). Without loss of generality, assume that %(?.I J:?) = z(_uA 1.~1, ). Hence. 
xi- j’z -1‘; . . . j’,,j_l’lX- llik-2 . . . XI is a PC Hamiltonian path in K,:; a contradiction. ;II: 
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